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ABSTRACT

Research indicated that teachers continue to perpetuate sex role stero-

types in the classroom. This study explored whether use of the forced compliance

paradigm could be used in the teacher education classroom to influence these

stereotypes.

Two hundred college "subjects were randqmly placed in one of three experi-

mental groups. Al). studehts completed, the Attitudes Toward Women Scale (Spen'6e
e .

& Helmreich, 1978J9as the pretest, posttest and post posttest. Subjects also

completed the Personality Attributes' Questionnaire (Spence, Helmreich & Stapp!,
. z..

1974) to'discern sex role orientations and the Group Embedded Figures Test

(Oltman, Raskin & Witkin, 1971) to determine perceptual.'differentiations. All

subjOcts were-pretested, posttested two weeks later;

ilMont ;following the posttest.. At one week intervals,

three shortessays that.espoused non-sexist positions

received feedback On the essays they wrOte.

and post posttested one

treatment subjects wrote

One treatment group

Thethree groupS were similar in the initial attitudes

sex role orientationsiand their perceptual differentiations; ;When subjects

toward women, their

who

wrote essays were compared to subjects whodid not write essays, they reflected

a significantly fp < ;08) more liberal attitude toward women:

change was not maintained on the post posttest;

This attitude

_Those who wrote essays but did not receive feealack On the essays were

significantly more liberal tpward women than the control <

liberal attitude continued on the post posttest (p . .

.04). The more

_Masculine; feminine; androgy us and undifferentiated sex role orientations

and field independence, and field die p ndence porceptUal differentiations did not

interact significantly' with the treatment;

lm
Counterattitudinal advOcacy is one meads that could,be used in the teacher

edudation classroom to reduce4sex role stereotypes. Further research should

explore the longevity of this attitude, change, and its relation to feedback and

various individual differences.



INTRODUOTION

In the last decade considerable attention has been given to redefining

the rOles that men and women assume so that such roles Would no longer be limited

by traditional stereotypes. Edtdation as a fundamental institution of society

reacted to this need to.reduce sex role Stereotypes; School curriculums were

8

revised so that course offerings Were open, to all students; Textbooks also-
.

began to reflect broader perspectives and more realistic social trends as

publishers adopted nonsexist guidelines and standards;
a

The-effect that teacherS hAVe in perpetuating sex 'role stereotypes was

also focused upon. listudy by -.MORO, KarMOS and Karmos (1980) noted that:

The primary responsibility -for effecting change in attitudes and
behaviors of young people lieS with classroom teachers themselves.

Until the classroom teachers have,-.developed nonsexist attitudes

and.awarenesses; chances of creatin g anatmosphere_of equality
-for both male and female stUdentS are litited (p. 43).'.

-41t

Jacko; Karmos and Karmos (1980) surveyed eighty-six teachers.in two southern

Illinois school districts and found that while these teachers were aware of

stereotyping in society; t.hisensitivity to the problem did not extend into
.

.

. . _ .

the classroom; The re archers conoluded that "Awareness along is not suffi-

cient

_

for change; Genuine changed in attitudes precede Substantive changes,

in teaching behaviors"-(p: 48);

Research has shown that these teaching behaviors are affected-by student

:gender. ;.Studies done4n the 1960s and 1970s revealed that male and female

students were treated differently by teachers. ReVieWS Of this research such

as those assembled by Br4phy and Good (1974);. Cornell UniVerSityCominunity
",.

-_Services DepartMent (19-77),; Barnett,and Baruch (1978), StOckard (1980); Banle;
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t/.

13iddle apd GOod.(1980), anYFinn, Reis and-Dahlberg(1980)-praved that ge,

influenced the way teachers and students interacted:
.

Seveiai studies. conducted within the last five years illUbtrated the

- '.
continuedteOdency ofHttachers to sterQotype students Research conducted

by Harris`-(i977). and Bernard (1979) indicated that teachersevaluated.male\and
f

female students differently.. Interaction patterns between students and teachers

rA,
are also affected by-gender aocording_to studies done by CaPlan (19r)i

anti(1977); Lein4rdt, Siewald and Engel: (1979); Cleveland (1978); an&COodi.

Cooper and Blakely (1980). , The perceptions and' expectations .that teachers

have about students are also idfluenced by gender.. This was proved in research

done by Bell; Menkeand Latke (1920); Simmons (1980); Benz and others (1980):: .

Schlosser, and Algoizind (1980); and Wise (1978).

If progress is to bemAde toward the goals'of reducing sex role stereo--

types and increasing options and potential, the attitudes andbehaviors of

teachers must be modified. In facilitating this modification, thb preservice
.,. :f

,:.
.

and inservice training of teadhers must be considered carefUilY. Teacher
,-,

education needs to prepare individuals to work vdth children.'in a nonsexistt .

manner; 'Unfortunately; teacher education has failed to. meet this challenge'
ir

.*The'Community SerVIe- Department of Cornell University (1977) reported.that
_ ._

'

alI'too frequently the profe sionai education of teachers has Subtly taught

them to expect their student4to be limited by sex-related characteristics
, t

and behaviors; 'ather,than questioning and challenging traditional ideas,

preservice,coursework, tex oks, curriculum; research and professors have

,tended to perpetuate and:,re nforle them" 34); A recent analysis done by

,Sadkee and.Saqcer (1979) twenty-four textbooks frequently used in educational

-4.

-foundations, psychology, content area, methods courses revealed that -over 95%

.

a



of these devoted less than 10% Of thei4 content to a consideration of

sOxism. -_Tite failure i?o,f teacher education to reSpOnd to-the need for reform

\.... in this area is_Summarized by Burdin- (1980)' When he-noteal
.

_
-11 .

The large scale endeavor, that -is .-teacher_edUdation paysonk:yminimaI
attention to sex equity concerns: A,1974 survey of -cost schools of ,i.

education (twelve hundred;of fourteenhundied) indicated that rela -
tively few-institutions were engaged ina_domprehensive study of

Sex bias; 'Only eighteen percent were giving important attention

to sex bias and the issue, of sex equity. The majOrityof institu-
tions indicated that their faculty did not even_havethe opportunity

to study the issues.. The lack: -of sex fair teacher_edtdatiOn'bourseS
____

. and materials makesit likely that new teacherS;Will enter schools

knowing/materials and teaching procedures that perpetuate sex
inequality in education (p. 20). ,'

.

4 . ,,,- . .

_ _ '
The pressure to change these, practices, however, is increasing.; Recently;

revised guidelines of the National Council fbr the Accreditation Of Teacher

Education, (Motel.) require teacher education institutions to'present evidence
:

,

that they are working to reduce sexist. Several states have also adopted

Certification reguirements'that iandate'training in-sex equity f4 teadnbrs.
!,

----!--

,

Change§ such as these:in guidelines and-requirements,make'it necessary for

teacher educators to begin consideration ofmeans which can be used to-change

attitudes and behaviors.

tr A
Marty studies have evalUated Intervention strategies that might be employed'

by teacher educators. These strategies tended_to be of fourfgeheral types.
-

4.,

Some researchers developed individualized instructional module that might be

utilized. Other studies have focused upon. the useof consciousness raising
.; .

techniques. Wotehte studies courses have been tested for their abi'ity to
'

influence stereotypic attitudes. ;Workshops and training programs have also ;

been a poi:miler means of confronting sexist position sa

Over fOrty studies were reviewed to ascertain which approach Might Le

successAilly Implemented in the teacher Klucation classro- om-' While-allfour
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types otttUdies, reported SoMesuccess ink modifyint-,attitudes, no one approach

consistently produced the died rIsults. Another problem with these studies

was that specific practices tfiteq,hot considered.- It was diffibult to determine.

=what factota?veta4having an.ithpaoton sexist attitudes; In some cases group

leaders or iharrUCtOrs might have beam influential; In other. instances; the

activities and interactions of sObdedta might tave:been instrumental: On

Still Other occasions, the metatialt used might have had -an impact; A third.

wekoaess of previoUs resear,ch'An thearea of sex role stereotypes was that it

did not investigate how indicadual differences among sUbjects might have-affected

.;:.attitUde ch4nge. Most studies did not consider personal attributes thatmlqht

have'a close4elationship to modifying seX'role stereotypes.

Based upop previousreSearcho it was apparent tylatthe stereotypic atti-

,

,tudes of preservice-and4nsevice teachers needed to be addresSed. TO-date,
v.

howeverisPecific practices that might be successfully.transiated to the teacher
.. -

- educational classroom h0 not been thoroughly investigated. The purpose of

.; ,

this study was
I
,to develop and test one technique for modifying sex role stereo -'

. .

types and to determine its relationship'to several other factors -.

9
The strategy whjich was designed was based upon cognitive dissbnance theory.wv

This theory first Postulated by Festinger (1957) suggested that attitudes could

be changed'if dissonance could be created. One way of creating thiS dissonanbe

was to advocate a'counterattitudinal position. When individuals verbally

=Matted themselves tp a cdtain attitude either orally or in writingo the

measurement of that attitude refiectecthis commitment. If-this forced coin=

pliance technique could be proved Ohccessfdlo it would be useful in teacher

education for thred TeasoD4; First, it was a strategy well groundedj" research:

Second,-it was adaptable to the diversity of the teacher education curriculum.

Third, it required minimal expertise to implement;

;
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-The study sought to test.Whether't,he-far'ced Compliance. paradigm could. ti

4

effectively modify.sex role _stereotypes. .ince,the_techniqUe Wastimately
.

for use in tlie-teacher.education classroom, several other fact6ro were ais8

considered. Feedback similar to that which ladi5ht:,,be given 14'ateaCher,ta'a'.

studenf was an'addeddimension- to determine whether evaIt4Ltiv6 commeiltslia&_-

&i 'influence on attitudes. The individual differences of SQX role orientation

and perceptual differentiation were also included because 6t,their close

t
relationihips.to gender and sex-role attitudes.;

Fourihypotheses were designed for investigation of thQ variables in this

- _

study The fir* hypothesis focused upon whethei advocating ,a, on

would influence stereotypes. The second hypothesis questioned- whether feedback

on this, advocacy would influence attitudes. The third hypothesis studied

whether individuals of the different sex role orientations of Masculine, feminine,

androgynous, and undifferentiated would react differently to-treatment. 'The-

fourth.hypolhesis asked'whether the perceptual differentiations of field inde-
i

pendence and field dependence would react differently.

A set of common definitiodb wasestablished to provide a framework for-

the research. Cognitive dissonance theory was defined as an approach to atti-

tude change that states that through a arousal Of:at aversive Motivational

state within an individua], attitude modification can occur. One means of

-
creating an aversive motivational state was through the forced compliance

paradigm. Also termed counterattitudinal advocacy, thisapproacH creates

diSsonance through endorsement of a counterattitudinal position.

Definitions were also established for the various individual differences:

. -

<studied in this research. Perceptual differentiation refers to:the abili'ty',

of an individual to perceive forms in relation to their background or



pvironment.

.

=

41

s-

-;

Ipidividuals who are able-to separate forMl(from:ttieir background

_ _ _. -
are field indRendent while those individuals who are riat-4b4,6-to easily discern,,

l ' ., . ; . -

such forms are field depeldent. PsyCholo4icai sex role orientatiOnreferwto
,

. . 4 4'
s .4'.. .

.1' .
the personality characteristics_that anindividual poSdessed-and reflects.. ,T_,-.

.

)
. rtt...

. 1 * .._, ;

is sometimes termed'sex role identity. A Masculine orientation reflects
,,..

'.. i.t

. _

_ ---....__

_.._
.

characteristics and traits typiCally associated with males.- A fend. b-tioitta-.
.

tion refers- to a personality that tefIects charactierigtics and traits typicall;YL_
,

associated with females." _An androgynous- orientation combi4s4hiibir;MAtilih
...

.

,
and-highly feminine traits while an undifferentiated orientationNrefers to ,':

P , .°.

personal ties that are not clearly masculine, feminineoor androgynous..
,

ir ,

ItAkas assumed -that the subjects that Participated in thiP study-were frOM'
.

.

i

a normal population of,eollege students SinCe these subjects.were'xandoMly .

.
.

.

+ .
assigned to treatment groups, it was assumed that t error termt was normally

e

and independently distribUted.

1
The design of this study imposed certain liMitations.. The study did not

attempt to inveStigate whether subjects who refIectea more nonsexistattitUees

.
would performLdifferentlyiin classroom situations; The study did not attempt:

to explore_ whether attitude change that occurr6das a result of these treat-,
;4 ,

.

ments would be maintained beyond a one month time period. The study did.not-
. .,

evaluate or compare the technique used to induce attitUde change with other

attitude change techniques.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

)
,

In order:to provide background for the study, four areas were researched
. r

_

in de 1. Studies that focused on the forced compliance paradigm;:on the rol

4

-of feedbackin attitude -change, on sex role orient4tion,,or on perceptual

_differentiationwere investigated during the- review of literature.
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.:Since cognitive dissonance\theory was first defined by Festinger (1957),
.. ,

1
.t3'

. . . .

considehible research hai sought; 49 establish the parameters of)this theory.

Mach of this research has concentrated Uponttudying the effectiveness of the

forced COmPliance paradigm. In'early investigations such as those dope by

'-',Janis and King-(195d0, King and -Janis. (1956); Stanley and Klausmeier (19'57);
. . . .

Cuibertson'(1957), Harvey:and Beverly (1961), and Janis and Mann (1965); it
__.

z.

-, was -fund that dissOhafice w `whenwhen sUbjects communicated a counter-
,

attitudinal position: This.dissonance then produced attitude change. Other

. -.-
studies durinthe last two decades.!furtherlialidatedAhis technique for pro--

o

during attitude change using a 'diVersity-of:attitudes witha variety of 'subjects,

'Since this particular research focused upon sex role attitudes .in an'
_ A

educational setting; attention was given to studies that used the forced com-

plianceparadigt. under these conditions. -.Work cone by Chaptan (1974); Sheffer
.

- .. .

.

_

'119151; Collins 1975),-; and Schuh and Young (1978) investigated counteratti-

tudinal Advocacytechniques to Modify. attitudes about women. Varying degrees Of

success in influencing stereotypes were'repor d by these studies. -Research

in educational settings such as .11.atby Al-Talib (1970); Book (1976)', Simonson

(1977) ;' and 2immerman J1979)i again .reported inconsistency in modifying educe=

'N.P
tional attftudes through the use -of the forced compliance paradigm.

i

The review of literature indicated that counterattitudinal aavocacy based

upon cognitive=disSonance theory was a viable means -of influencing attitudes.

This technique hag been proved effecti in:many situations'including those

f related to sex role' attitudes and those related' to educational settings.

research was identified that u4ed the forced compliance paradigm to modify

sex role stereotys in preservice or
4

inservice-teacher education.

1

1-
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Since this technique was ultimately to be d4ed in the teacher education

tlas4r0L, feedbadk similak to that whin might be given bV an;instructor to. a

f. ...
. ..

. ,
1

- ..

student was an added dimension of 'this study. ireVIous retearch'had.ot
- .

,
_ /. :

.. :. , '..-

_ focuied specifiddllSc-on how a teacher's evaluative comments"might Influence

a student's attitu4e. Those studies that did concentrate upon the influence

that feedbadk in general might.have been upon attitude change did ,nOt produce

consistent findirigs. Four studies done the last dedade suggested that.

positive feedback ;bn a counteratfitudinal performance may inc±ease the level

of d4sonande and thereby produce more attitude change (Gross, Riemer & Collins,

1T13; Shirai, 197; McMillan, 1977a, 1977b; Eisner-& Osman, 1978).
P

Other studies offered rather contradictory conclusions onthe role that

feedback played on attitude change. Olalenick (1974) found that negative feed-

back from studer5 to student teachers made these:prospective to there more

humanistic. Shannon (1976) reported that subjects who experienced the most

attitude change were those given feedback that previously delivered speeches

were Considered sincere but that their audience remained unconvinced. Stbjedtt

given negative feedback on a conteiattitudinal speech evidenced more attitude

changeinmindell,s1978,study._Freeman'and,Stormes (1977) suggested that

individuals are more-likely to accept negativ6 feedback from zomeone of the same

gender.

To help explain why some individuals _rmaY be influenced by counterattitudinal

apodady while others remain. Uninfluenced, two individual differences were .

considered. Perceptual differentiation and psychological sex_role orientation

were included - :because of their cloie associations with gender and attitude

change.
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The concept of perceptual differentiation was first defined by Asch and

-Witkin.in the late 1940s. Not only do field independent and field dependent

indiviauals reflect differences in how they perceive their' external envirorr

plant, they alSo refleCt personality differences. Research by Laird and Betglass

(1975) found

3ncy crbated by counterattitudinaii

t
dependent subjects.

that field independent. Subjects who were unaware of the discrep

Accordin to work

,Weissenberg (1978)i

, modified their

, -

done by Noppe

L
eld independent individUals

and Gallagher

attitudes morb than field,

,

(1977)i Wright (1977) ;and

prefer creative, active-

problem solving that c be considered important- in counterattitudital advocacy.

Greene :0.971; 1977), Renzi (1974) and Bernstein (1976) reported,

dependent individu2ls tended to be more inflUenced by feedback than

,5tudies by

et:lat field

Were field independent individuals. The review of literature sug sted that

Ail* field independent individuals might 13e influenced bycounterattitudinal

4
techniques, the dimension of feedback might produce more attitude change in

r

field dependent individuals.

PSYchological sex role orientation refers to

A s

whether an individual reflects

personality charaTteristict-that would be considered:masculine; feminine,

androgynous or undifferentiated.
-

Research conducted by Ott (1976), 39nes,

Cherhovetz and Hansson (1978), and Spence and HelrmreiCh (1978)

sex rote Orientation Could be associated With 50t role attitudes; A study

conducted by-Montgomery and Burgoon (1977) deMonstrated a relationshlys between

that

attitude change and sex role orientation.

Several'Stiudies have linked perceptual

orientation.. -Investigations by Vaught (1965),

different&ation and sex role

ROsenberg (1976nd Hulfish

(1977; 78) purporteethat a masculine orientation could be aseOciated:with

I

r
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_ _

field independence. While severtaother studie-s questioned this relatiollehip,
, =

it was a factor to be considered when studying thqi effect of counterattitudinal

advOcacy on these two individual: differences,;

METHODOLOGY

,

TWO hundred college students served as.subjects in this experiment.

These-students were enrolled. in psychology courses at the time of the experi-

ment, and while not all students were education majors, a 1979 study by PariXo

indicated that education and noneducation major's held similar attitudes toward
.

women.- Sd8jects were told they were participating in a study about the effects

of persuasive writing on: attitudes. This deception was corrected at the end

of the experimental period.

A pretest-posttest-post posttest control group design was used:, This

design allowed subjects to be randomly assigned.to one of three grdUps.

Seventy- two 'subjects Were in the control group, sixty-six sdbjects were in the-.

first experimental group and sixty-two subjects were in the second group,

Equal numbersofJuales and females were in each group. .The subjects Were then

administered the pretest Attitudes TowardWomen (ATWS ) which was-interspersed

with other statements asking attitudes about various issues to.maintain the

deception; Subjectt who:were in one of the two treatment groups wrote their

first short essays. The tubjectS inthe two treatment groups returned one

week later fo kite a second short essay. One group received feedbaet on

the previous essay prior to writing this second one.. The third week dp subjects
_ .

returned.- Treatment subjects first wrote the third short essay with one group.;

again receiving feed6ack 4 the previously written essay. Treatment groups

then compk&eted the ATWS and the Personality Attributes Questionnaire

control subjects also completed these measures when_they reported for



participation. One month. later all subjects were again asked to return to

complete the- ATWS and the:Group Embedded_Figur.es Test (GEFT)
.

,_

The following diagram illtistrateS t is,research design:,

2
R MI

R
M1 1 1

Ml m2%TT-

M1
M22

Where = Random, assignment of subjectg. to groups

Attitudes Toward Women Scale (ATWS)

M
2
= PZrsonality Attributes Questionnaire (FAQ)

M.3 = Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT)

= Assignment of writing taskT,

2

M M
1 3

= Feedback on prior writing task followed by assignment
of the next writing task

All of the writing instructions and feedback were recorded on tape and

printed on handouts. When sUbjects reported for participatp:m, they were

taken to a'.room where tgeyAiiere instructed to listen.to the feedback and

writing task instructionsi and then to begin writing. 'Thi.s helped insure:

some measure of uniformity throughout the study. , .......

The three writing tasks, Asked sub5ectsto react to situatipris relating to
. ._

. . .

ool where an individual had been the victim of sex diScriminati All.

.

.

. .'

ree writing tasks as%ed:SUbjeots' tOexpressloosit4.ons that were counter to
_. 1 :, .

.

traditional sex role stereotyes. :The three:writing tasks *S"ra.Sohoolated:,
.

situations. The first task cancerneda female friend who was: monied a

principalship on the basis of gender. The second.was about a junior high

school boy who was not allowed to enroll in a hope economics class. The third

task was centered around a school which was disbanding its girls' athletic

-,
program.

14
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TO facilitate the feedback prOcess; each essay wasreadal6y the researcher

and; baad:upOn persuasive appeal of that essay; assigned to one of three
-

categorieS. TO determine the'reliability%f the researcher in assigning the:;,

essays to a category, twb_graduate English students were'hired to read a

porti of the essays and assign theMbto one of the categories based upon the
. .

predetermined criteria. The readers rated sixty essays.; twenty on each w2iting

a valuetopic. -A Cronbach alpha was computed on these ratings and yielded

f .84, An alpha coefficient of .84 is considered good for this typaiof

evaluation;

The assignment o first essay to a category determined the feedback

that a subjectreceived prior-to writing the second essay. The assignMeht

of the second essay to a category determined the feedback given prior to Writing

the third essay: The characteristics of each category and the restating feed-
'

back for that category were consistent for all subjects;

The three -insrliiments used in this study had high st ndards of validity

dsii

-and reliability. The dependent variable of attitude chin e was measured with

the AttitUdeS Tbward Women Scale. (ATwS) which was dev-eloped and validated by

-7
Spence and HeltietiCh (1973). The ilfteen item versio of this scale that was

used in this study (SPend .5HelMteith.; 1978) has a Cronbach alpha of ;89;

J

Four studips of thiS instrument conducted within the last ten years further

_ r___

substantiated the accuracy. Of this Stale in measuringlattitudes toward women.
A

Sex role or3.entetion wereaSSighed to subjects based on the Person!lity
-; t t

Attributes Questionnaire which was deSigned and,validated by Spence; HeIMreich

and Stapp''(1974. 1978). The alpha COefficients computed to measure intern I

consistency were .73 for men and .91 for women. Tbt-tbtet reliability w s

reported. as .80 for.males and .91 Rik females. Labels of masculine$ e;

I :)
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androgynous; and uudifferentiated were assigned to subjects using,a median

split method. S

Perceptual differentiation. was measured with the Group Embedded Figures

Test-that was deveIbped and validated by OltmarG skin and Witkin J1971):

The test authors reported A reliability estimate of .82. A 1980 study of

this test by-Carter and Loo computed a Cronbach alpha of .86. Based upon

their test scores; subjects were assigned labels of extremely field indepen-

dent; slightly field j.ndopendont; slightly field dependent and extremely

field dependent.

ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHESES

In order to analyZe the four-general;hypotheses formulated for testing

in this research, specific null hypotheses were developed; These null

hypotheses were designed to evaluate changes within each group on each of the

ATWS-testings.and differences between the groups on each of the ATWS testings.

An analysis of variance indicated that all three treatment groups initially

'held similar attitudes toward women:

The first hypotheSis stated: ,Completion of a series of essays that.advo-

cate nonsexist positions will liberalize attitudes related to sex role stereo-

types when these attitudes are measured immediately after completion of the

writing task and one month after completion of the task. SUbjects in the two

groups which wrote essays were compared to subjects in the control group that

did not write essays. In first investigating changes that occurred within,

each\ testing group; a 5eries -of t -tests compared pretest to posttest, pretest

to post posttest and posttest to post posttest scores. The treatment group

did show:significantly (p < .08) more liberal attitudes on the posttest than

the pretest, but this liberalization was not evidenced between the pretest and
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post posttest or between the,ppsttest And post poSttest; t-tests comparing

troatmoht subjects to control subjects found treatment subjects significantly

(p < =09) more liberal on the posttest. No difference was found between the

two. groups on the post po'Sttest. To determine if gender inflt36ncedt changes =

in attitudes toward Women, analysis of variance was used. :On both the posttest

_d post.posttest, females were more liberal than males. The analyses of

Variance alSOdonfirmed. the significant differences between those subjects who

wrote essays and those subjects who did not write essays on the posttest. NO

interaction. effect between gender and groupi membership could be observed.

This study repeated the findings of numerous other studies noted in the

review of literature that utilized the forced compliance paradigm. When atti-

tudes are measured immediately after endorsing a position, the attitude is

changed in the direction of the endorsement. In this case, however, the atti-

tude change was not maintained. The permanence of attitude change has not been

closely studied; Janis and Mann (1965) found that smokers who role played a

cancer patient maintained their attitude change, eighteen monthsafter the

role playing experience. Simonson (1977), however, reported that attitude change

resulting from advocating a favorable position toward a media course was not

maintained when tested two months after treatment. A number of reasons

account for this deterioration in attitude change-
)

First, the attitude change that is produced may not be stabilized. Cook

(1977) reported that those who experienced dissonance sought out other exper-

iences to stabilize their newly formed attitudes; Counterattitudinal advocacy

c=e.
may be a good way to arouse the dissonance that is needed to initially modify

attitudes; but may need to be followed up with other experiences to stabilize

the attitudes so that they persist:
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Second, the subjects MilSt'aSSume respo ibility for the attitudinal posi-
r

tion that is endorSed- When that position is something 'life threatening like

cancer used in the JahiSlifid Ma .(1965) study, the acceptance of
° .1

.-
",-responsibilitypmay be acCOMpliShed_Mbre eagily than wag the case in this study.

34^

Whit AttitLlaeS to ard women were initially: tOdifietl; gubjegtg may not have

'felt a: need lor maintaining their attitudes.r

\ Thirdi attitudes about men and women are forted at a very early age and

racticed throughout the developing years. It may not be possible to

signi \icantly influence these attitudes with a relatively short treatment.

Sex role.attitudes and behaviors are an integral part of the socialization

I
experience and may not be easily modified.

The second hypothesis focused on the impact that feedback might have on

oounterattit-dinal advocacy; It stated: Feedback on the writing task Will

liberalite attitude's related to sex role stereotypes when theSe attitudes are

measured-4mediately after completion of the writing'task and one month after

completion of the task A series of t-tests was used to disdern -change within

each Of the three groups between testing sessions. The only significant change

was in the group that completed the writing task without receiving feedback.'
/

Post posttest attitudes were significantly (p < .03) less liberal than post-

test attitudes. Analyses of Variance were employed to test differences between

the three grotpS on the posttest and post posttest; Both tests yielded signifi-

cant P-values (p < ;04 fOr posttest and p < .10 for post posttest). A Duncan

multiple comparison procedure indicated that on both the po ttest and poet poSt=.

test the group that did not receive feedback was significantly more liberal than

the control group. The influence of gender on treatment was investigated

using analysis of variance. As was the case with the first hypothesis, siqnifi-
. i

cant Main effects Were appareht; but no interaction between gender and treatment

16



/ and Greenwald and Ronis (1978) explained, is important fbt,8dbjects to

occurred. Tb detettlhe the effectkof controlling for pretest variance, analysis

f covariance was run on the_posttest and post posttest. Thesignificant

finding of these tests was on the post posttest between males and females in
S

the group that did not tedeiyelfeedback. The graph, of this interaction suggested

%

that feMales in thiS group reflected significantly more liberal attitudes than

did males.

In this study, feedback did not, fbt the most part; promote attitude change.

Two factors help to explain thiS ladk titud6 modifica on in subjects -

who did not receive feddback. FirSt, tAe introduction of feedback may have" or

allowed
111

subjects to attribute the diSSOnande that, they were experiencing to

..,

another source outside themSelVeS. oAs the.studiesby Pittman (1975), and

Zanna, Higgins and/Taves (1976) noted, When SUbjedts,were able to'attrib

dissonance to ther source; attitUdeS Were not modified; In this study,/

subjects may aveattributed ihe dissonance they .experienced to -the feedback.

The Info ion they received about,thelr previdUaly written statements asked
1

them to generate and:support a certain position. These arguments were riot

Self:initiated, aria therefore, did not create dissonance.

/
2/ This same effect may also have resulted in a lack of acceptance-of respons-

-/Llity for the arguments that were generated. AS Widklund and Brehm (1976)

assume responsibility for the argument8 that are endorSed. The feedback asked

subjects to improve. the quality of-their.persuasive arguments. While this

quality,did iMprove, the arguments Were generated to fUlfill the uggestions

made in the feedback, and suc6ibpclidolbt accetit'tettibhgthility

-'
ments. As the study by"Shaffer and Tabor (1980) illustrated; the

the Argu-

umber of/
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arguments generated in counterattitudinal advbc cy is not as important in

producing attitude change as is the salience of the arguments-

.

The only evidence that eedback could be effective in inducing attitude
.

chan()e was noted when t posttest scores were Covaried on pretest scores.

, The interaction of ge der andtreattent was significant. One month after _the ....

completion of the wi "ting task, females who received feedback were significantly
4

More liberal than =les who received feedback. In the group that received

feedback,, females reflected more liberal attitudes on the post posttest. than on

the pretest. Pos ibly the effect that Freeman and Stormes (1977) reported was

also active in s case. When feedback came from someone of the same gender,

it .modified attit des. Another explanation is that the feedback tended to

focus attention on the attitudes expressed about women. For females who were
. ,

already more libera this resulted in an increased liberalization of attitudes.

For males, this focu ing of attention led to a move 41.1 a more traditional

direction._

In order to dete ne if psychological sex role orientation was a mediating

factorin influencing att tulles about women, the third hypothesis was advanced.

It stated: Masculine; feud ineandrOgynous and undifferentiated subjects will

exhibit differences in attitu e change or differences in ,the interaction of

feedback and attitude char_ n attitudes related to sex role stereotypes

° are measured imMediately fter c pletion of the writing task and one mont

',atter completion of the task;
g 4

Thl feminine; mas6ufinei andrdgy s, and undifferentiated subjec s in each
44.

group were each analyzed.separately to dete ne if 'any group chan ed signifi-

cantlY.from the pretest to posttest to post post . The t-te is of changes

in scares. suggested that feminine individuals in the group t was given

+v.
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.feedbaCk reveale4 significant-differences in attitudes between the pretest

and the-posttest (E) < .02) and between the Oetest and the picot posttest

(17 < .04). Masculine subjects in the group that was not given feedback evi-

denced: significant liberalizing effect:between the pretest and lihe posttest

(p.< 19.) i but showed.:a significant reduction in~ attitudes between:.the posttest

and the post posttest fp < AndrOgynous individuals in the controlshowed
A

asimilar move to more traditional attitudes between the pretest and the post

p9sttest (p < .06);
«

When'assessing differences between-the-three treatment groups, sex role

orientation and the type Of treatment. received did not interact in'producing

attitude change. The only interaction effect that was significant was between

gender and sex role orientation on the post posttest ATWS (p < .09). A graph

of the means of thiS interaction revealed that feminineitles and females

were more similar in their attitudes, toward women 8n thepostpbstteJt than

males and females in the .othet. orientations.. CoVarying-posttest and post

posttest scores did not produce significant interactions between treatment,

gender and orientation.

This study supported the contention that those individuals who do not

have gender-typed orientations Will be more liberal in their attitudes toward-
,

'women. In terms of attitude change, however, this study deviated somewhat

from previous research studiee. Overall; feminine subjects experienced the

most amount Of variation' from the treatment. Feminine subjects may4enionstrate

more of a sensitivity to the attitude change process becauseAnitially females

fe7-
Of this group tend to be more traditional whilgthe males tend to be more .

IC
liberal. AS a result of detailed directions in advancing counterattitudinai

arguments, both males and females with a feminine orientation ecame more
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.
_ _ __ _

Mithout detailed feedback, feminine subjets do not nerate the

sort
*
of argument at aye suffigient to change-attitudes.

Two other significant changes in attitudes were also apparent. Generating

counterattitudinal arguments without the influence of feedback crated disso-

nance in masculine subjeCts but when this counterattitNillTbehavior was no'.
- )

longer a persistenti,influence, mascUline subjects returned to;their more tradi-

tional attitudes. The declinein scores for androgynous sUblOOts in the control

group can best be explained by the tendency for high scores to regress toward

the mean when some intervention strategy does not work to maintain those atti-
.

tudes. Other orientations -also demonstrated this tendency, but their,losses

were not significant;

When comparing the three experiMental groups on the dimension of sex role

orientation, the effects of treatment and orientation do not 5ignificantly

interact to produce attitude change; This may be because sex role orientation

is so closely tied to sex role attitudes; In th4;14ontgomery anftl Burgoon (1977)
F.

experiment, the attitude studied concerned a college enrollment polfcy which is

not-associated to sex role orientation; Td discover if sex role orientation
, -

does indeed have an effect upon the forced compliance paradigm, attitudes not

so closely aligned with sex role orientations must be studied;

The final hypothesis focused on."the influence that perce laal differentia-

tion might have,on the adlitude change process. It stated: Field #idependent

/'

and field dependent subjects will ehibit differences in attitude change and
6

differences in the interaction'of attitude change and feedbacii> when attitudes

are measured immediately after completion of the writing task and one month

44'4T14iik after completion of the task.

11-
1/4

I
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Field independence and field dependence did not apit.ear to have a great

t

influence on the attitude change studied in this experiment. The dhvesfigation
i :

_ _ _ _ . , _-

of dhange scores through. the ruse of t-teStS in:did-A.6d that those Most affected 6.

were eitremely field independent inaividdalt in the contrOl,group These

*hdiviiduals evidenced signif1cant differences between the pretest and post'
. .

7° ft ;

yOft test (p ,criii and the posttest and post posttest, scores (p < .10). This
i

- wouId.suggest that'slight focusing on 'sec role attitudes as done by taking
i .

,

the ATWS was a more successful Means of influencing attitudes-Of extremely field

. -.
____ _____ ,-

independent individuals-thap,was counterattitudinal advocacy. ; If field indepen-
i

I
,

--. dent indiviAlials had the gpportunity to consider. their tt4:tudesi_without any

I o. (
. $:

;.

outright effort being maile modify these Attitudes, they might be more apt
5

to

Extremely field indepen t subjects in the treatment group without feed-

\

back demonstrated more= li erayX- attitudes in the'posttest.than in the reest

.

(p, .07), bUt these, attitudeg significantly deteriorated between tie pOsttest
::-

and the post posttest (p < .06)1 This was a tretgevidepced in the entire

group bUt was particula ly:pronounoed*.with field.independent subjeSs int.his

group. It would seem that when field independent' individuals are allord to

genera -tItudinal.arguments without input on ho -thts;shuld be done, they

;

t- likely to modify their attitudes in. the dixection Of thesadvodacy.

This agrees with thefihdings of Laird and Berglas (1975). .This modification.b_

Of 4-ectitUdeS; w
,

ex4 is, maintained; :Once treatment is discontinued. and

subject are given time to Adiust thdir previously held attitudes with their

:countera'titudinal eehvior;thefdprierIyheidattitudesagainpersist._The'

fielt independent indiVi- ua is

instead*relies uponupyi

4

usly f
ti

9

longeelguided. by currentioehavio si but

S

tad psttions; ti
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When the three experimerkal groups. were compared inth each other using
. .. .

analysis of.variance;'no diffetendeS could be foUnd between subjects in the

groups who were field independent and field dependent; When perceptual differ-

447:to

entLitioh_was Considered in relation to. gender and to sex role identity mn an
A()

-

analysis o-JVariancet the 'variables did not interactsignificantlyi %ben post-

test ATWs scores and post pdsttestATWS scores Werecdvaried on pretest ATWS;

;fl .

... ,. _
e,

_ _ .

theremalning
_

variance could not be. attributed to percePtual'differettiatipn.

. -

. .

.thatlieId independence and fieAl dependeAce are not' More '

.
-

4
Tie reasons'

. t .

4

significant.when:com ing the attitudes of the control qtdup with the two
;

,..
'

treatment /group's maybe the strong'influenceof'g ndet oh attitudes toward

woMe 'In' his sample; females' consistently. espousedmord liberal attitudes.
. _

than males Since field independence and field dependence are alSO related '

genderthe effect may have .11.een more. of am influence than was field iitepehdehoo

or field depehdehce..'PosailQly If an *tt it* not so closellgalated to gender

was
-%

studied, field independence and field dependence might have a grea*er'ippe

-4 ;

,(
4.

MiNCLUSIONS

The forced compliance paradigmLaffers a defin prMise for creating a

technique'that could he used in educatiqp classesoto redUCe seirble
,.-*

types in the classroom: The findings in this study conf ed what other ile6aten
.

c._
_ _ _.-

has shown using cOthtelTrattitudinaL advocacy. Ekpresping a certaid pOSitibn is .

.4: J' ..... . ,
_. s___ .

. .
.

effective in modifying attit des in ,the dirpetion of th4t Position: In teacher
.

i

_

educatioh ClaSSeS; aegignma-rs like this might be given as a part Of a joiithal

'writing exercise or might be. expanded into. _ role play to be preientedki CIaSS.
4,11

ThiS Vtudy ihdidated that the effect of this attitude change technique may edt

be longldsting. Given importance oeattitupgstabilization onal-

4

r
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A
re

responsibitty in the forced cOtpliance paradigm and the lifelong socialize-

tion that creates' sex role attitudes., it may have been that subjects in this

experiment did not fully aaibilate the positions' advocated in this series of
1 :

.

essays; Modifications for 'use in the classroom may need to be,made to encr

age tie acceptance of these attitudes. Activities may need to be incorporated

tit.bu4houtthe cc5eXae rathet than for just a short interval within a course.

An even better alternative mighteebe to include this sort of counterattitudinal

advocacy in:several, courses throughout a one to two year period; This could'

provide a better sense of ownersh for these activities.

When-Using this tothhiquo in c s, the effect that feedback on a student's

respOnSd might- have upbh a student's' attitude should be carefully considere

Cthet studies on this effect of

The findings of this experiment suggested that the presence of feedback did have

feedback did,. not produce consistent. outcomes;

an impact upon attitude charigo Subjects who did not receive feedback evidenced.

Mbte.attitUde change than did those who d; Feedback may have allowed subjects
7I

to attribute the dissonance they; experienced from c

to.a source outside themselves.

-escape responSibility fot the nonsexist: osition that

who did not receive feedback did not fpidusibpon,,their attitudes in this Manner

erattitudinal advocacy

<:>Feedback May also have allowed subjects to

was expressed; Subjects_

-/ 1.:
And would, therefore', be-mom likelyrto experience dissonance which they too

6
sought to resolve through attitudewchanqe. For the instructor of 'a teacher

i\ education course who is using this technique; the-toeulte of this study would

support keeping evaluative comments on counterattitudinal advocacy .to a minimum.
. _

In terms of the role_ hat in vidual differences have in mediating

J r.

changei o efinite conclusions could really be dtaWh ftoW,khis study. fsycho-

attitude

logical sex role orientation did not seem to have an important impact upon the
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changing of attitudes-in this study. The perceptual differentiations of field-

_

.indePendence and field dependence did not inte ene to explain the attitude

ch4nge that did'occur. While it is a good idea or teacher educators to keep

di
in mind differences such as sex role on and perceptual differentiation

and the characteristics associated with these individual differencesi they do

not appear to play a part in the attitude change technique explored in Uhis

t study;

If the educational enterprise is to maximize the potential of all students

-regardless of gender sexist attitudes -head by teachers must be confronted;

The technique of counterattitudinal advocacy as suggested by cognitive dissO-
,

.: ;,. .

,
.

nonce-theory does present a viable means of influencing sex role stereotypes.
_.T. 4 .

;Further refinements of this techniqueare now heeded so that'it can be fully

understood and successfully implemented.

c
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